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We report the existence of magnetic order at room temperature in Li-doped ZnO microwires after

low energy Hþ implantation. The microwires with diameters between 0.3 and 10 lm were prepared

by a carbothermal process. We combine spectroscopy techniques to elucidate the influence of the

electronic structure and local environment of Zn, O, and Li and their vacancies on the magnetic

response. Ferromagnetism at room temperature is obtained only after implanting Hþ in Li-doped

ZnO. The overall results indicate that low-energy proton implantation is an effective method to pro-

duce the necessary amount of stable Zn vacancies near the Li ions to trigger the magnetic order.
VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913763]

During the last fifteen years, many articles reported that

certain semiconductors become magnetically ordered at

room temperature (RT) upon doping with magnetic ions.1–6

However, there is now consent that the origin of the magneti-

cally ordered state in diluted oxide semiconductors is related

to lattice defects and/or added ions, which are not necessarily

magnetic, a phenomenon called defect-induced magne-

tism.7–13 Nevertheless, in spite of the large number of experi-

mental studies, there is no simple method to introduce

systematically the required defect concentration in the corre-

sponding lattice sites. Moreover, low resistivity and mag-

netic p-type oxides, necessary for further implementation in

electronic devices, remain an unresolved goal partially

because of the formation of oppositely charged defects,

which pin the Fermi level.14 The most likely cause for the

doping difficulty is the formation of interstitials of group-I

elements and antisites of group-V elements.15–17

A method to produce p-type ZnO by co-doping ZnO

with H and Li or Na has been proposed.18 In this case, the

introduction of H suppresses severely the formation of com-

pensating interstitials, enhancing the acceptor solubility by

forming H-acceptor complexes. In this article, we show that

by implanting Hþ at low energies into Li-doped ZnO we

solve two experimental problems simultaneously. From one

side, the low energy implantation produces Zn vacancies

(VZn) with a concentration of the order of the doped Li con-

centration without disturbing too much the ZnO lattice.

Simultaneously, the implanted Hþ generates the necessary

defect-complexes that stabilise the concentration of VZn.

The necessary magnetic characterisation has been car-

ried out combining X-ray magnetic circular dichroism

(XMCD) and SQUID magnetisation measurements.

Spectroscopic methods (Raman and photoluminescence

(PL)) have been used to elucidate the relationship between

the doping, the produced defects, and the magnetic order.

Pure and Li-doped ZnO powders were obtained by thermal

decomposition of zinc acetate (Zn(Ac)2). As starting precur-

sors Zn(Ac)2 dihydrate Zn(CH3COO)2� 2H2O and Li-

hydroxide mono hydrate LiOH � H2O of (Sigma-Aldrich)

(99.99%) commercial chemicals were used. The precursors

were mixed in 30 ml of tri-distilled water at a nominal con-

centration of 1, 3, and 7 at. % Li/Zn. After dehydration, the

mixture was placed in an oven for different annealing steps.

During the thermal treatment, the sample was kept at a par-

tial vapour pressure of 18 kPa of water. Afterwards, the

obtained powders were milled and sintered at 900 �C during

1 h in order to grow ZnO microwires (MWs) by a carbother-

mal process using the procedure described in Ref. 19. The

obtained wires, i.e., pure ZnO and Li-doped ZL1, ZL3, and

ZL7 (1, 3, 7% Li nominal concentration, respectively)

showed wurzite like structure with hexagonal morphology

with the c-axis as main wire growth axis. The MW grew

showing a wide range of diameters between a few hundreds
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of nm up to 10 lm and a maximum length of 3 mm. The pure

and the Li-doped MW were exposed to remote hydrogen DC

plasma (300 eV Hþ implantation energy) in the parallel-plate

configuration using a procedure described in Ref. 20. There

is a qualitative correlation between the different lithium con-

centrations in source powders with Raman and PL spectro-

scopic signals from the microwires, compatible with the

physics described below.

Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of the different Li

doped ZnO MW before Hþ implantation at RT. Notice that

for these three samples, the modes E2(High) and E1(LO),

related to oxygen, show similar intensity suggesting that Li

doping does not have a relevant influence on the oxygen

vacancies production. On the other hand, there is a clear

reduction of the Zn-sublattice related modes, i.e., A1(TO),

E1(TO), and E2(High)-E2(Low) peaks increasing Li concen-

tration, suggesting that the Zn stoichiometry changes, con-

sistent with X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) results

shown below.

Photoluminescence spectra at 300 K have been meas-

ured for all samples before Hþ implantation. As example, in

the inset of Fig. 1, we show the PL spectrum for sample

ZL3. It shows the well known defect band and the UV emis-

sion band between 3.20 and 3.40 eV, where two different

peaks can be resolved at 3.294 eV and at 3.211 eV due to

free electron-acceptor and donor-acceptor recombinations.21

From this spectrum, we obtain the binding energy of Li

acceptors, ELiA ’ 0:142 eV, which agrees with the reported

binding energy of the shallow acceptor (0.150 eV) in Li-

doped ZnO.21

The magnetic properties of the different samples were

investigated at RT, before and after Hþ implantation meas-

uring the magnetisation. Figure 2 shows the hysteresis loops

of ZL1, ZL3, and ZL7 samples after subtracting the diamag-

netic contribution of the substrates used to hold the wires. A

magnetic moment m< 2 � 10�7 emu was measured for ZL1

(see Fig. 2(a)). This moment did not change after Hþ implan-

tation and it remained within the range of SQUID resolution,

corroborating the non-magnetic behavior of ZL1.

The hysteresis loops for ZL3 and ZL7 samples, Figures

2(b) and 2(c), confirm the ferromagnetic behaviour for these

Li contents but only after Hþ implantation. Note that the

maxima of the saturation magnetisation increase with Hþ

implantation time. Around 90 min was the time at which the

magnetic signal reached the maximum saturation value; fur-

ther implantation time did not result in a larger magnetic

moment. This indicates that there is a concentration of Hþ at

which it is possible to obtain the maximum of saturation

magnetisation. During 1 h at a Hþ current of 60 lA on the

exposed surface of the conglomerate of �0.1 cm2 area fixed

on a conducting substrate of ’0.5 cm2, one implants the

amount of �3� 1018 Hþ/cm2 in the first ’10 nm at an

energy of 300 eV according to SRIM simulations,22 used

also to estimate the density of Zn and O vacancies produced

by the implantation of the low energy Hþ. Assuming a dis-

placement energy of 18.5 eV for Zn in a pure ZnO lattice23

the SRIM estimate gives �(3 6 2)� 1022 VZn/cm3 in the first

10 nm (the error is the maximum uncertainty due to geomet-

rical factors). This VZn concentration is �10 times larger

than the Li concentration �3� 1021 cm�3 assuming the nom-

inal concentration of 7%. We note, however, that SRIM does

not take into account the diffusion and annihilation of point

defects due to the temperature. These processes decrease

substantially the amount of VZn in the ZnO lattice. Taking a

penetration depth of 10 nm, we estimate a maximum number

of Li atoms of �3 (1.3)� 1014 for the ZL7 (ZL3) sample. Ab
initio calculations explained below provide magnetic

moment values for the Li-VZn with Hþ between 1 and

�2 lB.

To further investigate the nature of the magnetic order

in the MW, XMCD measurements were carried out at the

soft x-ray elliptical undulator beamline 13-1 at the Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. XMCD allows to sepa-

rate the contributions to the macroscopic magnetic moment

in an element specific way by tuning the energy of the

incoming x-rays to the absorption resonance of the atomic

species of interest. For this XMCD study, we focused on two

particular samples, i.e., the non-magnetic, ZL1, and one

magnetic, ZL3. XAS were taken at two different edges, i.e.,

the Zn L-edge and O K-edge with circular polarization, see

Fig. 3. The experimental XAS result in Fig. 3(d) is in good

agreement with a recently published one.24 The XMCD dif-

ference was obtained by subtracting two spectra that were

acquired sequentially with alternating magnetic fields of 62

kOe. In Fig. 3(a), we show that there is no evidence of

XMCD for ZL1 at both edges, in agreement with the SQUID

results. However, there is a clear XMCD signal for ZL3 in

the range of 533–540 eV, which corresponds to the polariza-

tion of the O K-edge, see Fig. 3(d), whereas no magnetic sig-

nal is found for the Zn L-edge in Fig. 3(c). This in agreement

with our calculations shown below, and as well as previous

results,25 showing that the density of states of the O-2p band

from oxygen atoms around a VZn is polarised.

To elucidate the experimental finding, we performed

extensive first-principles calculations. Since the crystalline

structure and the amounts of the different defective or pure

phases of the probed samples are not exactly known, we

modelled various configurations of Hþ-implanted Li-doped

ZnO with Zn and O vacancies and calculated XAS and

XMCD spectra. Since the defective region is localised in

only a small part of the sample, it is expected that the

FIG. 1. Raman spectroscopy at room temperature of the different Li doped

ZnO MW. The inset shows the PL spectrum for sample ZL3 before

implantation.
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experimental result represents a mixture of different contri-

butions. This enables us to elucidate the real structure and

chemical composition of a sample by comparing the theoreti-

cal and the experimental XAS and XMCD spectra.

The details of the computational method are described

in our previous papers,26–28 and here, we only mention some

aspects specific to the present calculations. The XAS and

XMCD simulations were performed using the spin-polarised

fully relativistic linear-muffin-tin-orbital (SPR LMTO)

method,29,30 while the structures were obtained with a

projector-augmented wave pseudo-potential method31

including Hubbard corrections32 implemented in the VASP

code,33–35 which is well known for precise total energy and

forces calculations. In our study, we tried several configura-

tions placing Hþ and Li-, Zn- and O-vacancies in various

positions, and in various combinations examining the elec-

tronic and magnetic structures. From the systems containing

VZn, only those in which the VZn are placed far away from H

and Li were magnetic as well. Our results indicate that the Li

atoms act as p dopant increasing the number of holes, and

the irradiated protons are responsible for creating VZn, but

neither H nor Li participate directly in the magnetic moment

formation. Oxygen vacancies not only do not contribute to

magnetic moment formation but also they annihilate any p-

hole moments due to their donor-like character.36

The comparison between the experimental and the cal-

culated results is given in Fig. 4. We present three theoretical

cases: (i) perfect ZnO, (ii) ZnO with a Zn vacancy, and (iii)

ZnO with a Zn vacancy and Li co-doping. The experimental

XAS spectrum can be explained by a combination of these

FIG. 2. Magnetic field hysteresis loops

of the magnetic moment for: (a) ZL1,

(b) ZL3, and (c) ZL7 samples, after

subtracting the diamagnetic back-

ground and after different and consecu-

tive Hþ treatments.

FIG. 3. XAS and XMCD at the Zn L-

edge and O K-edge for the non-

magnetic ZL1 and magnetic ZL3 sam-

ples after Hþ implantation.
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theoretical models, where the case of Li does not seem nec-

essary at first sight. In particular, the peak slightly below

528 eV cannot be found in the experiment, which points to

few Li atoms in the detectable sample region. Generally, the

experimental XAS signal is weighted mainly by perfect

ZnO, as the simulations indicate, see Fig. 4.

In contrast, the experimental XMCD spectra in Fig. 4(b)

are well explained by the simulated VZn case. Moreover, the

experimental features around 528 eV can possibly be

explained by a small contribution of VZnþLiZn spectrum.

We can, therefore, conclude that in the real samples the sig-

nificant part of the XMCD signal comes from the Zn vacancy

case without Li co-doping, while the XAS spectra are domi-

nated by the perfect ZnO. This indicates the separation of

different magnetic and non-magnetic phases in real samples,

possibly due to spinodal decomposition.37 The absolute val-

ues of the saturation magnetic moments, see Fig. 2, indicate

therefore that the magnetic order comes from a VZn with

magnetic moment m� 2 lB,36,38 and a concentration of the

order of the Li concentration, supporting the argument that

the presence of Li stabilises the produced VZn.18 The spin-

polarisation due to the unsaturated O-2p bonds is related to

the creation of a hole.

In conclusion, we report evidence of magnetic order at

ambient conditions due to the O-2p spin polarization induced

by the proximity to zinc vacancies. The zinc vacancies are

stabilized by Li doping and produced by Hþ implantation at

low energies, a method that combined with Li-doping opens

up a reproducible way to obtain high-temperature magnetic

order in ZnO, and possibly also in other non-magnetic oxides

semiconductors.
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